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Emerging Technologies, Evolving Threats:
Next-Generation Security Challenges

I. INTRODUCTION

SECURITY is a fundamental human requirement. We
desire the security of our person against injury, secu-

rity of our capability to provide for our families, security of
income linked to needs (food, water, clothing, and shelter),
and much more. Most also hope for security of a way of
life that is fulfilling and pleasant and peaceful [1]. In 2003,
Alkire [2] defined “human security” as: “[t]he objective . . .
to safeguard the vital core of all human lives from critical
pervasive threats, in a way that is consistent with long-term
human fulfillment.” Today most of the world’s population is
highly dependent, even for basic needs, on large technologi-
cal systems. According to the Oxford Dictionary, dependence
can be defined as: “the state of relying on or being controlled
by someone or something else.” In the context of technologi-
cal systems, dependence may imply an unwanted consequence
of nonavailability. Dependence may also be deliberately mis-
applied to create some level of coercion toward some other
action [3]. For instance, in drug abuse, we can say that there
is an overreliance on a dependency that leads to addiction.
In the realm of technology systems, as they are increasingly
becoming a part of everyday life, dependencies can have major
consequences. Thus, an emphasis on “security” seems highly
relevant for a journal devoted to considering the effects of
technology on society in all its facets.

Some distinctions in terminology are required before we
proceed. Technology could imply a simple system that oper-
ates with clockwork (Boolean) clarity, constantly producing
answers of unassailable probity from simple inputs. But tech-
nology could also imply an image recognition system that has
been trained on a biassed dataset [4] and that will likely repli-
cate the biases of those who curated the training material [5].
We also need to differentiate between a technology and a tech-
nological system; the latter often includes people within its
scope, while the former is preoccupied with an object or arti-
fact. And in this context, dependence relates to those who
operate (wield) the technological system with the power to
impact its availability. To illustrate the difference, a patient
might think of a technology that displays whether they are
in the infectious stage of COVID as harmless because “it
is just another piece of code.” But that very same patient
might be skeptical of a human within a technology system
that has the capability to override the software to change
their patient status to “infectious/quarantined” and thereby
prevent them from exercising their civil rights [6]. Technology
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and technology systems, both can accidentally or deliberately
lock out individuals from accessing particular services [7], in
addition to being locked-in to unwanted states.

II. SECURITY CHALLENGES

Consideration of security almost always challenges us to
identify what we are securing. A list of fields in which security
is relevant would be long indeed, but a review would likely
suggest some degree of the hierarchical ordering of group-
ings. These might include: Environmental Security, Physical
Security, Personal Security, Organizational Security, National
Security, and Global Security [8]. This layered categorization
of security should be a significant consideration when think-
ing through thought experiments and possible scenarios. For
example, without underestimating the effects of a failure of
organizational security, if personal security and global security
are not compromised by the threats that affect an organization,
then the organization can be rebuilt—but a failure of environ-
mental security (catastrophic climate change) could potentially
bring an end to all life on Earth [9]. At the local level, this
might mean that a village does not have access to clean drink-
ing water, or is subject to air that has been polluted by heavy
industry. However difficult it might be to agree upon a basic
hierarchy of needs, there would seem to be obvious benefit
from preserving the security of more foundational needs and
insulating these from the effects of security threats to layers
up the stack.

A conception of layered security needs would then highlight
the danger posed by either ubiquitous or highly integrated
systems (communications and finance) that threaten cross-
layer effects, and would draw attention to the possibility of
cascading failures. At the macro level, recent world events
have caused many to ask whether global supply chains and
indeed global food supplies could be prone to cascading
failure events, and at the micro and meso levels, devices
such as implantable technologies could pose threats to both
national, organizational, and personal safety [10]. Even con-
sidering the emergence of a black ball technology (as per
Bostrom [11]), a society that has preserved foundational secu-
rity needs and avoided pathways for cascading failures is
more likely to retain functionalities that allow rebuilding.
When we consider the social effects of a particular tech-
nology, consideration should include its flow-on effects as
well as the scale of its effects. We cannot merely focus on
organizational and national security in the hope that per-
sonal and global security will be attained. A holistic systems
view is paramount to better understanding the complexity and
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interdependent flows within and between subsystems at each
layer. The interdependencies, in fact, often reveal the frailty of
our modern technological systems: water (hydropower) powers
electricity, electricity powers telecommunications, telecommu-
nications powers banking, and banking enables retailing. If any
one of these utility verticals is affected, the whole end-to-end
system is unavoidably affected with major consequences to
end users at various points of the service delivery.

An issue that emerges from the papers presented in this
special issue, is the challenge of disentangling these multi-
faceted and multipart issues. Taken analogously, an employee
may be providing for their family but contributing to injus-
tices elsewhere if the fruits of their skills and labor meet their
employer’s direction. Alternatively, an employee may make
a problematic decision that their personal well-being (or some
perceived greater goal) is best served by actions whose effect
is opposite to that for which an employer is striving [12].
How do we establish levels of security, to ensure that failures
remain within a layer and do not become cascading? This issue
is particularly challenging when considering emerging tech-
nologies and evolving threat vectors. As Gartner Research has
stated, security technologies must continually evolve to match
the transformations that are occurring across platforms, across
sectors, and diverse landscapes [13].

New security risks continue to present themselves, and
with the emergence of these threats must come commen-
surate responses posed by the new infrastructures, enabling
technologies, and advanced security programs. All stakehold-
ers, not just business, are needed to minimize the emergent
risks [14]. The vectors of attack are now more diverse than
ever, and this poses a great risk to society at large. While
we seek greater efficiency, service, and profitability through
transformations generated by the introduction of emerging
technologies, such as AI office automation or the use of
military drones, the question is whether we can absorb the
potential cyber threats that come with the innovation, from the
government office right through to the armed forces commen-
surately [15]. Emerging technologies must therefore undergo
a technology assessment in order to evaluate their security
robustness, and further anticipate the kinds of risk-related chal-
lenges that these new technologies may pose. This can be
anything from Apps on mobile phones and network penetra-
tion, to unauthorized access and significant data leakage of
sensitive information. One way to circumvent these risks is to
assess them before they actually present as problems through
strategic risk management [16], e.g., instituting agnostic adap-
tive data loss prevention solutions to reduce network breaches
and data leakage [15]. Again, Gartner Research reminds us that
it is not enough to demonstrate good security features to mit-
igate the threats, new security solutions must ensure “safety,
availability, reliability, resilience, and privacy” [17].

III. EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES AND EVOLVING

THREAT VECTORS

Many exemplar fields for emerging technologies exist,
and each may align with an evolving threat vector.
These threat vectors include: Wearables and Implantables,

Internet of Things, 5G, Geospatial Technology, Biometrics,
Data Analytics, Robotics, Biotechnology, 3-D Printing,
Virtual and Augmented Reality, Advanced Materials, Artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning, Autonomous Systems,
Genome Editing Technology, Cyber–Physical Advances,
Quantum Computing and Convergence, among others [18].
Threat vectors also include major subcategories relating to
government welfare systems, medical systems, and even
defense-related autonomous vehicles. How then do we iden-
tify a vulnerability as a quality that is a potential threat-target?
What framework do we use to assess a possible technological
threat? And what unique contribution can we offer? Let us
consider some basic categories.

Threats More Fundamental Than Intended: Of concern, we
see cases where technologies are acquiring the capacity to
threaten foundational layers of security. The acquisition of
these capacities is perhaps not intentional but raises ques-
tions. How do we clearly identify technological issues that
threaten such foundational layers? Conversely, if basic lev-
els of personal security are preserved, then it is somewhat
more acceptable that only more esoteric layers are exposed to
debate. This issue might seem obvious, but it raises important
questions of the extent to which foundational layers of secu-
rity are actually insulated from the possibility of technological
threat linked to higher layers of need.

Threats that are Magnified by Technological Capability
(Insider Threats): Technology has always amplified the capa-
bility of individuals; this can be considered down to the most
basic examples of a lever, fire control, or the application of
wheels. Current technology advances extend to cases where
technology enables an individual—not necessarily possessed
of a refined ethical judgment—to wield power that is wildly
outside the scope specifically assigned to them or outside the
scope commensurate with their personal mana [19]. How shall
a learned society respond to such magnifications of power?

Threats from Technological Hubris: Technological advances
in many fields of science and engineering are cherished and
embraced, often without much hesitation. Notably, AI technol-
ogy, despite the concerns of many, e.g., T. Gebru, E. Bender,
and others [20]. Large AI-based language and computer vision
models have demonstrated unique capabilities, such as creat-
ing new sentences from a given context (Fig. 1) or creating
images from a description (Fig. 2). The images in Fig. 2(b) are
from things that do not occur naturally in our world but only in
our imagination. The text and image models have been trained
on large corpora and image datasets, and the outputs are the
stochastic product of what the model assumes to be the next
word in a sentence or the visual depiction of a phrase. And
while we should certainly celebrate this and other technolog-
ical achievements, we might also take a very high-level view
of technologies we consider integrating into the society that
are likely to reinforce dependencies.

As an example, with some humility, we can contrast the
area of Artificial Intelligence with respect to the capabilities
of natural things. Consider a listing of animal species orga-
nized in order of numbers of neurons/synapses, for example,
the wandering spider (Cupiennius salei), that has an estimated
100 000 neurons. Each example of this humble and neuronally
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Fig. 1. Text generated with GPT-2 [21], where the text in italics is the context given to the model, and the rest is produced by the large language model.
Note that a newer model, such as GPT-3, would produce even better, more “human-like” results; however, access to it is limited due to ethical concerns.
Prompt: A photograph of a person sitting on a bench in the park on a dark day, worried about security and privacy while holding a smartphone. Technological
advances in many fields of science and engineering are cherished and embraced, often without much hesitation. Notably, AI technology, despite the concerns
of many, large AI-based language and computer vision models have demonstrated unique capabilities such as, of course, an accurate portrayal of humans and
human emotions in real-time to improve human relations, more accurately predict the future behavior of society, and enhanced understanding by individuals;
these advances have long been considered as a sign of progress and progress on all three fronts.

Fig. 2. Images generated with DALL-E [22], where the text in italics is the context given to the model, and the images are produced by the large text–image
model. Similar to GPT-3, access to it is currently limited due to ethical concerns. None of the people in the images are real, nor is the entire image, but images
are produced based on what is likely to correspond to the text. Prompt: A photograph of a person sitting on a bench on the surface of the moon, worried
about security and privacy while holding a smartphone. Technological advances in many fields of science and engineering are cherished and embraced, often
without much hesitation. Notably, AI technology, despite the concerns of many, large AI-based language and computer vision models have demonstrated
unique capabilities such as, of course, an accurate portrayal of humans and human emotions in real-time to improve human relations, more accurately predict
the future behavior of society, and enhanced understanding by individuals; these advances have long been considered as a sign of progress and progress on
all three fronts.

challenged beastie is capable of completely autonomous nav-
igation and locomotion, and fine control of legs, eyes, and
mouthparts. It is capable of strategizing successfully to find
and catch food (its food will run away or even fight back rather
than be caught and eaten) to satisfy its energy needs, and it
has demonstrated the ability to reproduce itself unaided and
reliably over millennia. In contrast, the human-made Boston
Dynamics’ dog [23] has demonstrated impressive motor con-
trol and may be considered close to the leading edge of
autonomous robotic devices but the Boston Dynamics dog
requires detailed guidance from a human operator and a highly

specialized and completely tame energy source provided by its
creators. It also seems to lack either the equipment or the incli-
nation to reproduce itself autonomously. IBM’s “Deep Blue”
has beaten human chess champions yet a more cynical view
is that a chess game is a particular type of problem at which
computers are extraordinarily adept, and which humans find
particularly difficult [5], [24]. We can reflect on the shortcom-
ings of Deep Blue, that the machine has never quite been able
to be “commercialized” or “productized” for everyday end-
user consumption by IBM. Deep Blue is unable to seek its
own energy source, engage in a theological debate (despite
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IBM’s Project Debater [25]), run around on a football field or
autonomously reproduce itself after a romance with another
AI [26].

We may point to obvious incapabilities, but professional
engineers’ codes of ethics constantly exort us to operate within
our scope of competence, and that ethics might lead us to ask
whether the descriptor “artificial intelligence” is justified over
less majestic descriptors like “advanced pattern-classification
algorithms” or a “risk analysis depth-first search algorithm”?
The comments are also perhaps unfair to technologies that
only ever claimed “intelligence” rather than “alive-ness.” Taking
a more general view, it seems important to apply some consistent
framework to the evaluation of an emerging technology: What
fundamental levels of security needs does it intersect with?
Does it interfere with the segregation of layers of security and
hence contribute to the possibility of cascading failure?

IV. RESPONSES TO SECURITY CHALLENGES

Let us also consider how some specific issues are evolving.
Recent claims that an AI system has reached sentience [27]
evoke a level of scepticism. The details of the argument are
fascinating, but the discussion of arcane points carries the
risk of missing some very fundamental issues. Organic lives
are finite and short. It is perhaps uncomfortable to contem-
plate how fundamental those two factoids are, but perhaps it
is those foundational and pervasive awarenesses that under-
pin many human judicial approaches—for a person, a decade
of incarceration cannot be recovered, but an AI system can
power-up without loss, after being switched-off for a decade
or a millennium. It would be sad if fear of punishment pro-
vided the only steerage for our moral compass but a total
lack of fear of accountability is certainly not likely to help.
We can observe that almost all persons have both a level of
empathy, and a foundationally intuitive sense that their life-
time’s doings will be somehow judged or at least assessed.
Perhaps these are partially mediated by the functioning of
the amygdala, but the basic concepts and connections seem
to operate at a more fundamental level. Our self-judgments
are measured carefully against concepts of consciousness—
the capability to abstract/project—and the ability to evaluate
ethical and moral responsibility that are common to most
persons. We should consider ethical responsibilities if we
(contributors to the IEEE Transactions on Technology and
Society) allow a purveyor of technology to propose or imply
a level of capability that is actually qualitatively beyond the
actual [5], [28]. Let us not be too slow to “prick the bubbles
of pretention.” In the past, the approach has been (paraphras-
ing Elon Musk [29]) to wait till lots of bad things happen,
then after much harm has been irreparably done, undertake
agonizingly slow regulatory approaches to stop precisely the
same things happening at some far-future date—and mean-
while slightly different, irreparably harmful things are already
happening. Legal processes are indeed agonizingly slow and
frequently appear to lack technological insight [30]. Does this
perhaps emphasize the significance of comment from a body
independent of commercial pressures, but with deep techno-
logical insight and a foundational regard for ethics. . . such

as IEEE? And this with a nod to work contributed by Kate
Crawford and her team that have provided an Atlas of AI,
alongside the concept of “enchanted determinism” [31].

We Offer Three Types of Responses: Our contributors should
continue to analyze specific technologies in depth, consider-
ing their effect on specific aspects of society and taking the
broadest view of their significance. Commercial pressures have
strongly incentivized “vertical integration” of services, which
inherently enable cascading failure scenarios and comprise the
single largest category of “threat” [32].

We (potential contributors to these Transactions) should
continue to explore, in both theoretical and practical realms,
approaches to improving the generic robustness of a techno-
logically dependent society [33]. Robustness within any field
is valuable, but generic approaches to avoiding fragility and
possibilities for cascading failure, have a greater breadth of
effectiveness [34].

We would like to suggest that our Society (the Society
on the Social Implications of Technology) is uniquely placed
to aggregate and analyze the plethora of specific security
issues, not limited to those included in this special issue,
and to generate both clarifications, criteria, and also metrics
for these security issues. This is definitely a nontrivial task:
word-smithing a lowest-common-denominator definition that
is acceptable to a varied group could even generate outcomes
that actually have a negative value by being uselessly vague.
But in contrast, really adequate functional clarifications could
avoid the “whack-a-mole” conundrum and potentially provide
a long-term basis for regulating improved security.

V. IN THIS ISSUE

This guest editorial team accepted six papers for the spe-
cial issue, ranging in diversity and unit of analysis. The
resulting collection of articles examines potential threats, rang-
ing from the issues of cybersecurity and individual rights,
through broader medical cyber–physical systems threats, to
privacy and security issues related to mobile IoT, and finally,
cyber weapons assessment incorporating technical features of
malicious software.

The first paper is written by Schwartz et al. [A1] who
are with the Science and Technology for Peace and Security,
Technical University of Darmstadt, Germany. Schwartz et al.
attempted to learn more about people’s awareness of dual-
use technologies with respect to autonomous vehicles between
the commercial and military domains by conducting in-depth
interviews with a variety of actors engaged in autonomous
vehicle development. The findings indicate that while most
developers were aware of dual-use debates, few had reflected
on the possible transfer of their own development processes
in the context of autonomous driving to military applications.
Mainly this lack of reflection was found to be related to the
issue of complexity, enabling engineers to alienate themselves
from responsibility for the use of the artifacts they had helped
create. Additionally, actors had spent little time considering
the potential misuse of such emerging technologies, with no
standardized policy guidelines existing to provide information
about possible risks.
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Insider threats have always been a significant cybersecurity
matter. In 2016, IBM found that over 60% of cybersecurity
attacks were conducted by insiders [35]. These commonly
take the form of sabotage, fraud, intellectual property theft,
and espionage, among other attacks, and can be motivated
by a variety of influences. The second paper [A2] written
by Canadian psychologist Schoenherr with the Department
of Psychology, Concordia University and with the Institute
for Data Science, Carleton University, is focused on extend-
ing a cybersecurity questionnaire (CSEC) by including items
that differentiate cyber hygiene behavior, self-disclosure vul-
nerability, intrusion vulnerability, and persuasion vulnerabil-
ity. Using individual difference measures that are related to
performance in experimental tasks, the study provided evi-
dence that individuals high in emotionality (i.e., fear and
anxiety) and low in moral motivations (i.e., fairness and moral-
ity) are more likely to report engaging in behaviors related to
unintentional insider threats. Coupled with these findings is
what we know about the commensurate acceleration of con-
vergence among emerging technologies. Is it any wonder that
reports continue to find that insider threats have increased
40%–50% in the last two years with estimates that this number
is set to increase even more [36]? The question is, as com-
pany security perimeters continue to be vague, and remote
work opportunities due to COVID-19 extend attack vectors,
whether this statistic will also grow. While malicious intent is
rampant industry-wide either through employees or associated
personnel, unintentional errors are also on the rise according
to Panda Security.

The third paper [A3] was submitted by transdisciplinary
scholar Wigan, Emeritus Professor of Edinburgh Napier
University, who contributes his lived experience and quali-
fied perspectives on medical applications from a quality of
life end-user perspective, advocating for a greater treatment
of subjective patient quality engagements to work toward
a better understanding of AI methods, and individual medi-
cal and associated life data cyber risks. The paper provides
a future roadmap for research with five pertinent areas of con-
cern, among which are: the security of ever more sensitive
data streams; and vulnerability to unauthorized third-party use
of machine learning/artificial intelligence-deduced characteri-
zations of the patient.

In juxtaposing Wigan’s paper about the importance of
individual user feedback to organizations, we return to cyber–
physical systems in the medical domain, toward Society
5.0 aspirations, in the fourth paper [A4] of the special issue.
Patil, Ambritta, Mahalle, and Dey reflect on whether or not
we are ready for this next big leap in our medical infras-
tructure. Patil and Mahalle are from Vishwakarma Institute of
Information Technology, Ambritta is from Glareal Software
Solutions in Singapore, and Dey is with JIS University. In
many ways, this paper makes some inroads into Wigan’s
questions of “how to, next.” Apart from putting forward an
emergent framework, the authors subsequently identify a vari-
ety of attack vectors in emerging medical cyber–physical
systems, and security-centric design issues focused on the
introduction of a “data protection layer” in Society 5.0, demon-
strating the importance of dealing with data in this context to
maintain patient privacy. At the end of their paper, the authors

postulate whether or not people are ready for Society 5.0 and
the impact of Internet of Things devices, as the emphasis shifts
from one of pure data collection to one of deriving meaning
from that data. A discussion on ethical aspects of medi-
cal cyber-physical systems is presented, making strong links
between emerging technologies that may be autonomous, and
ethical approaches in the design of cyber–physical systems.

The fifth paper [A5] written by Sodagari is a substantial con-
tribution to the literature. The paper is focused on the theme of
crowdsourcing data from smart city infrastructure, in particular
from Internet of Things devices used for pandemic monitoring,
environmental monitoring, healthcare, Industrial IoT (IIoT),
smart homes, wearable devices, smart furniture, and Internet
of Vehicles (IoV), among other emerging technologies and
applications. Sodagari from California State University devel-
ops a privacy and security taxonomy for mobile crowdsourcing
systems (MCS), among which can be found MCS topics
dedicated to: blockchain, machine learning, edge, vehicu-
lar, Android smartphone, Industrial IoT, 6G, recommendation
systems, cloaking, fake news, truth discovery, and more. The
author not only identifies the problems but also provides ways
forward through probable solutions, all the while identifying
some of the pertinent challenges that may emerge.

The final paper [A6] is by Reinhold and Reuter who are
with the Science and Technology for Peace and Security,
Technische Universität Darmstadt in Germany. The article
provides a unique indicator assessment model based on param-
eters that can be measured prior to the application of malicious
software, enabling the categorization of malicious tools as
cyber weapons. Previous assessment models have identified
cyber weapons based on assumptions about adversarial actors,
or have done so only after the usage of a malicious tool. This
paper, and also this special issue as a whole, represent various
units of analysis in security, from personal to organizational,
from smart cities that contain mobile crowdsourcing systems
to military applications with respect to cyber weapons.
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